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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++

The introduction has to be finalised.

When do you plan to have a version ready for reading?

I would like to read it before the deadline of April 8th.

I have the impression that it will be extremely difficult to review 
all the

aspects concerning the upgrade and future experiments related to the 
physics

addressed in proton-proton collisions.

My suggestion would be to focus on heavy ion programs (which 
naturally

includes p-A).

> now specified in the intro

#7.2 I would suggest that the LHC planning is precisely defined.

In particular, defining the different running periods,

Run1 2010-2013

Run2 2015-2018

Run3 2020-2022?

Run4 2025-2028?

and the Long Shutdown periods

LS1 2013-2015

LS2 2018-2019

LS32023-2024



> LS defined, Run not

For each period, the integrated luminosity that will be provided by 
the LHC in

heavy ion should be quoted.

> not done

I propose to describe the different upgrades ordered by experiment 
(as it has

already been done) and then ordered by Long Shutdown period.

In this respect, other nomenclature of the LHC planning,  like 
phase-0,

phase-1 etc should be removed.

> done

I think you should focus on upgrades crucial for heavy ion programs.

You should try to synthetically describe the observable that will 
benefit from

each of the presented upgrades.

I also think the integrated luminosities  per year or per run should 
be give

everywhere. This will allow to compare different physics programs.

> not done

Have you considered to add several figures concerning lay-outs of 



the

upgrades?

> not

#3660 I would not mention continuous reading. The point for the 
ALICE read-out

electronics and TPC upgrade is to be able to tun at 50 kHz Pb-Pb MB 
with 0% of

deadtime, so collect 10 nb^-1 during after LS2.

> done

#3662 "|eta|<1.3"

> done

#3678 via the semi-muonic and J/psi decay channels. I think it is 
worth to

mention the excellent reach at pT=0 B hadron in the J/psi channel.

> done

#3685 "prompt J/psi"

> added (prompt)

I have the impression that the table 18 is too detailed compared to 
the



description of other physics programs.

2 or 3 sentences summarising this table would be enough and the 
table could be

remove.

A more ambitious alternative would be to work on a table summarising 
the

luminosity per year, system, energy, observable list for each of the 
heavy ion

physics program.

> not done

+++  2nd batch (30.03.15)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++

- #3657 I think one should add here one sentence about run2 for 
heavy ion.

This sentence can be added after "even higher.".

> done

Andrea I do not think it is tricky to mention that LHC can deliver 
in one run

1 nb^-1, which represent a 10 fold factor with respect HI in run1.

I propose something like: "The main objective of heavy ion program 
during the

Run2 (LHC data taking between LS1 and LS2) will be to collect about 
a factor

10 more statistics Pb-Pb collisions with respect to Run1 and to 
study a

unknown energy regime at 5 TeV."



> done

- #3660 "The interaction rate after LS2? in Pb-Pb collisions is 
foreseen to be

..."

> done

- #3662 Is it possible to add a sentence about the interest to 
collect HI data

after LS3?

> done, added: Measurements in \pb collisions after LS3 are not yet 
envisaged, but may as well take place.

- #3670 I would propose to add one sentence summarizing the ALICE 
upgrade

program:

"The main ALICE detector upgrade is foreseen during LS2. The ALICE 
upgrade

includes the upgrade of the read-out electronics to collect data at 
50 kHz

Pb-Pb collisions rate with no dead-time, upgrade of the tracking 
system and

the upgrade of the on-line and off-line computing system."

> not done ...not clear where to add, not to double what we have 
already at the 3826-3831 (“The implementation of this upgrade 
programme…”)



- #3673 "nuclear" ==> "heavy ion"

> done

- #3676 is it possible to add a summary sentence for the ATLAS and 
CMS

upgrades?

> done, added :  which is focused on higher \pt, complementary to 
ALICE programme.

- #3678 Perhaps one should add a sentence about SMOG here. It is a 
fixed

target study but it is the same (LHCb) detector.

> done ...added this:

...and unique quality. The upgrades of the LHCb detector retain the 
focus on 

heavy-flavor studies, which will be performed in \pp and \ppb 
collisions, as well 

as in a fixed-target configuration.

- #3679 I think you have to add one sentence about the interest of 
Run2 for

ALICE, as an intermediate step for collecting 1 nb^-1, which 
represents more

than 10 times the integrated luminosity during Run1.

> Done, added : The ALICE collaboration consolidated and completed 
the installation of its detectors during LS1 with the aim to 
accumulate 1~\nbinv of \pb collisions during Run2 corresponding to 



about 10 times the Run1 integrated luminosity.

- #3686 One will have to add here the O2 TDR reference. It will be 
available

in the following weeks.

> to be done

- #3687 #3688 "y" ==> "\eta"

> done

- #3723 "During LS1, ATLAS saw the installation ..."

> done

- #3728 "...during LS3..."? remove (LHC LS3)

> done

- #3731 "During LS2, ATLAS ..."

> done

- #3744-3745 It should be mentioned if this sentence applies to HI 
as well.

> not done



- #3746, could the CMS part be formulated using the previous 
notation of LS1,

LS2 and LS3?

> done, but notation of 2 phases are kept ...get rid of those?

- #3758 "will be" ==> "have been"?

> not done

- #3761 "the LS3 CMS upgrades [770] include ..."

> not done, "phase 2" kept ...to be reconsidered maybe

- #3776 "Run14". Could you provide the year of Run14 at RHIC?

> Run 14 was in 2014, changed to “During the 2014 run…”

- #3785 A PHENIX paragraph is missing to describe the PHENIX program 
during

the period 2015-2020.

> Done, added : “The current PHENIX detectors will be removed during 
the 2016 shutdown and sPHENIX detectors will be  installed during 
the 2020 shutdown of RHIC. Partial installation of the magnet, the 
hadronic calorimeter and part of the tracking system with the goal 
to perform partial commissioning during 2019 run.”

- #3809 What is the expected date for these STAR upgrades?



> Done, added the dates of the BES-II programme (2018–2019)

- #3809 Not clear what do you mean by "long term" here.

> Done, added : (foreseen for the 2021--2022 heavy-ion programme and 
the  2025+ eRHIC programme)

- #3841 what about NICA project?

- #3849 remove "Generalities"

> Done

- #3854 "A beam of 7 TeV protons ..."

> Done

-#3855 I do not think that one can state here "never explored thus 
far".

I think the most important motivation is the system versatility and 
the higher

luminosity.

I propose "in a range where few systems have been studied at a 
limited

luminosity. With the ..."

> Done

- #3872 remove "(and performs very well in this mode)"

> Replaced by “and proved that this system can be used beyond its 
primary goal and offers new physics opportunities.”



- #3865-3874 It seems that the main interest of SMOG is to analyse 
data from

Run1. I think few sentence should be added to explain the SMOG 
program during

Run2 and Run3.

> Done, Added : "LHCb plans in taking more data using SMOG during 
Run2. The goal is to accumulate about 0.5~\nbinv of  {Pb--Ne} 
collisions with the aim of studying \jpsi and \Dzero productions."

- #3884 No clear what do you mean by the statement "Finally ..." 
QGP". Could

you be more clear and add a reference?

> Done: Replaced by “looking at ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus 
collisions from the rest frame of one of the colliding nuclei off
ers the opportunity to study in detail its remnants in collisions 
where the QGP can be formed"

Don't have a reference for that. It's a kind of a generic statement.


